
The Story of Season 2014 – 15 

Rarely has a season that started with much optimism been so quickly holed and sunk.  

As pre-season progressed there were the usual rumours of new signings.  Most often such 

speculation is quickly dashed on the rocks of reality but not this time.  For the most part the rumours 

were entirely accurate. Wigton old boys  Matthew Atkinson and Tom Gardner signed and were 

quickly followed by Gary Hodgson from Penrith and Chris Tweddle from Workington.  All seasoned 

players and mostly making a welcome return to Bower Park. 

Chris Tweddle and Gary Hodgson both had previous and highly successful spells at Bower Park. Tom 

Gardner was an ex Junior Black Red returning to the fold.  Against this we were sorry to see Dave 

Preston return to Penrith but other than this we were in great shape. 

After the early good news came a downside.  Due to other commitments the early season campaign 

was marred by unavailability dictated by injury and work.  So despite the Black Reds looking so 

strong on paper, what took the field was not to be the coaching team’s first choice. The strength of 

the squad came in and out like a tide.   

Tom Gardner did not achieve full fitness until Christmas had come and gone.  Liam Vickers was a 

long term injury worry and he was to be joined by both Chris Tweddle and Gary Hodgson.  The squad 

was further tested with the departure of Tony Nicholson and Lee Burns who took time out to travel 

abroad.  This was a tough turn of events for the coaching team who also had to cope with a rash of 

niggling injuries to other players. 

The pre-season friendlies went reasonably well, even if you include a heavy cup defeat at Penrith.  

However, when the team was named for the first fixture of the season, away at Aldwinians there 

was a sense of ‘where is everybody’.  The lads who stepped in performed manfully but against an 

average Aldwinians side went down 24:10.  Things did not improve for the first home fixture when 

we were happy to settle for a 22:22 draw with a very lively and talented De La Salle side. 

Some respite came with wins against Tarleton and Fleetwood but a defeat followed at Leigh.  After 

only our 5th game we seemed to be already playing catch-up and never really succeeded in this aim.  

The Leigh game is worth an individual mention given that the home side eventually were promoted.  

For large parts of the game we outplayed them and were unlucky to miss out on at least a draw. 

However, a pattern was emerging.  It was this; far too often in games there were cameo spells of 

rugby lasting about 15 to 20 minutes, when the Black Reds were near unplayable.  Regrettably, no- 

one seemed to have the answer why this intensity could not be replicated for a full game or at least 

the greater part of a full 80 minutes. 

The supporters were beginning to see better rugby played both home and away.  Heaton Moor and 

Wigan were despatched and then a show down with the ultimate league champions – Blackburn.  

Blackburn threw the kitchen sink at Aspatria for 65 minutes but could not dent a team playing with 

flare and grit.  No-one would have predicted that a match winning lead so hard fought for could be 

thrown away in those final minutes.  It was a heart breaker and probably at this point any prospect 

of promotion disappeared into the Autumn gloom and it was still only October. 



There was National Cup disappointment in November against Blackburn but 3 league wins lifted 

spirits in the camp.  Our current nemesis, St Benedicts, ended the upward curve with a smash and 

grab raid on Bower Park.  It would seem that even the play-off was now beyond the team and it 

showed.  As we moved into December with the festive season looming  the low point of the season 

arrived quicker than Scrooge on a motor cycle.  A visit to Upper Eden, proved rugby folk lore and the 

club’s nick name – The Grave Diggers – correct.  Aspatria went down 32:7 in the worst performance 

of the season by a wide margin. 

To the great credit of the team the Upper Eden game was quickly put aside and the following 3 

league games across the festive season were comfortable wins.  By the end of 2015 a rapidly 

improving Aspatria were comfortably in the top half of the table and capable of posing a threat to all 

but the front running sides.  Blackburn demonstrated their superiority on their road to becoming 

champions with a 32:10 win but despite the outcome it was a good performance from the Black 

Reds. 

A further 4 wins followed.  One of these was sweet revenge on Leigh.  Easily, the best performance 

and outcome from the team.  A 7:3 win in difficult conditions was celebrated long into the night. 

The 4 game streak ended at Fleetwood in a finally balanced contest that seemed to sum up that the 

season was nearing an end.   Three further wins followed including a magnificent away effort at De 

La Salle where it is always difficult to wrestle away points. 

Aspatria eventually finished in 4th position.  The gap to the top was over 30 points and Aspatria 

would reflect on a season where many glimpses of unstoppable rugby failed to bloom into a 

promotion challenge.  With the squad now settled there is every reason to look forward to the 

coming season and the new challenges that we face. 

As the season closed one further challenge was finally overcome.  This time the weather.  Bower 

Park had become increasingly unreliable during the Winter months.  Any spell of heavy rain within 

48 hours of match day was putting the fixture in danger.  Thanks to a magnificent effort by Mike 

Dowling and his team, all but one fixture was salvaged.  However, I am pleased to say to Mike that 

he can now put his pumps away.  The 1st XV pitch drainage scheme is now installed and operational.  

This completes a programme of drainage across our pitch area that commenced in 2011. 

 

 


